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agreeing and disagreeing, skills of
common mistakes when learning, 165
and connections to Common Core, 137
essential components of
agreeing thoughtfully, 141
disagreeing respectfully, 148
expressing partial agreement, 155
responding to disagreements, 157
Essential Skills at a Glance (table), 168
Expert Demonstration, as technique for introducing, 145
Fishbowl, as technique for introducing, 142, 145, 159
importance to student learning, 136
Interactive Modeling, as technique for introducing, 141, 149, 153, 155, 157
parent letter about (sample), 169
tips for effective teaching of, 140
arguments, skills in crafting
common mistakes when learning, 128
and connections to Common Core, 103
essential components of
distinguishing facts from opinion, 113
persuading others, 122
presenting evidence, 119
speaking in an organized way, 107
Essential Skills at a Glance (table), 132
Expert Demonstration, as technique for introducing, 122
Fishbowl, as technique for introducing, 116, 122
importance to student learning, 102
Interactive Modeling, as technique for introducing, 107, 111, 114
parent letter about (sample), 133
tips for effective teaching of, 106
checking in, as listening comprehension skill, 27
Circle Map, 117
description of, 177
Common Core Connections, 7, 41, 71, 103, 137
disagreeing. See Agreeing and disagreeing
evidence
criteria for convincing presentation of, 119
Expert Demonstration
description of, 175
See also entries for specific skills
feedback, tips on providing
for agreeing and disagreeing, 162
for asking and answering questions, 92
for crafting arguments, 125
for listening, 30
for speaking, 61
Fishbowl
description of, 174
See also entries for specific skills
Focused Brainstorm
description of, 176
See also entries for specific skills
Four Corners, 15, 144
description of, 178
Info Exchange, 48
description of, 179
Inside-Outside Circles, 15, 19, 48, 58, 76, 90, 120, 144, 156
description of, 180
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Interactive Modeling

description of, 172
steps of, 173
See also entries for specific skills

listening skills

common mistakes when learning, 33
and connections to Common Core, 7
essential components of
developing comprehension, 25
focusing attention, 12
showing interest, 17
sustaining attention, 20
Essential Skills at a Glance (table), 36
Expert Demonstration, as technique
for introducing, 18, 23, 27
Fishbowl, as technique for
introducing, 23, 27
importance to student learning, 6
Interactive Modeling, as technique for
introducing, 12, 14, 16, 20, 22, 25
parent letter about (sample), 37
tips for effective teaching of, 10

Maître d’, 15, 59, 78, 124, 144
description of, 180

Numbered Heads Together, 29, 83, 124
description of, 181

Paired Verbal Fluency, 23, 159
description of, 182
paraphrasing, 27
use of sentence starters with, 28
parent letters, samples of, 37, 67, 98, 133, 169

Popcorn, 49
description of, 182
Pros and Cons, 26, 123, 160
description of, 183

question words, 79
questions, skills in asking and answering
common mistakes when learning, 95
and connections to Common Core, 71
essential components of
asking purposeful questions, 79
asking questions respectfully, 77
differentiating questions from statements, 75
giving high-quality answers, 85
Essential Skills at a Glance (table), 97
Expert Demonstration, as technique
for introducing, 77, 89
Fishbowl, as technique for
introducing, 77, 79, 89
Focused Brainstorm, as technique
for introducing, 82
importance to student learning, 70
Interactive Modeling, as technique
for introducing, 75, 85, 87
parent letter about (sample), 98
tips for effective teaching of, 74

reinforcing language, 62. See also
Feedback, tips on providing

Say Something, 52, 55
description of, 184
sentence starters
for adding on, 147
when agreeing, 145
when disagreeing, 152
for paraphrasing, 28
when partially agreeing, 156
for presenting facts and opinions,
114–115
for putting events in order, 113
when responding to disagreement,
161
and using complete sentences, 59
speaking skills
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  summarizing, 27
  Swap Meet, 17, 55, 58, 88, 154
    description of, 184

This, That, Neither, Both, 151
    description of, 185

20 Questions, 49, 81
    description of, 185

Venn Diagram, 150
    description of, 186